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Abstract 
Hig,h-level replacement systems are an axiomatic categorical framework based on double- 
pushouts in order to unify replacement systems like grammars for different kinds of graphs and 
relational structures or other types of structures like algebraic specifications. Parallel high-level 
replacement systems are introduced to formalize parallel rewriting of these high-level structures. 
On one hand this concept generalizes and extends parallel graph grammars presented so far in 
the algebraic approach by allowing other structures than graphs. on the other hand the kinds 
of replacement introduced for high-levei replacement systems arc extended by different types of 
parallel replacement which are compared to each other in different parallel replacement heorems. 
An abstract version of a window-based graph editor and movement of objects in configuration 
spaces are presented as examples of parallel high-level replacement systems. 
1. Introduction 
Parallel graph grammars as described by Ehrig and Kreowski in [IO] introduce the 
concept of parallel replacement of graphs in an algebraic framework. Other approaches 
to parallel replacement of graphs are given by Nakamura and Aizawa [26]. Nag1 [25], 
Kreowski [20], Bailey et al. [3], etc. On the one hand, parallel graph grammars can be 
seen as an extension of sequential graph grammars (see [7]), and on the other, parallel 
graph grammars generalize Lindenmayer-systems. L-systems describe a kind of context- 
free parallel replacement on strings and were introduced to model the development of 
organisms. A large survey over different kinds of L-systems is given by Rozenberg 
and Salomaa in [35,34]. 
Until now, the concept of parallel rewriting is introduced only for the basic type of 
algebraic graph grammars which uses directed graphs with colored nodes and edges 
and color-preserving graph morphisms. In order to extend the field of applications for 
parallel rewriting the concept of parallel graph grammars is generalized to parallel high- 
level replacement systems (PHLR-systems). This concept allows other structures than 
this kind of graphs, graphs with partially ordered color alphabets, relational structures, 
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Fig. I. Overview of derivation types in high-level replacement systems. 
hypergraphs, different kinds of Petri nets, algebraic specifications, etc. For example, 
in [37], Schween and Taentzer defined parallel replacement for graphs with a partic- 
ular node color set which is partially ordered to model the movement of objects in 
configuration spaces. 
High-level replacement systems (HLR-systems) generalize the algebraic approach of 
graph grammars to other types of replacement systems. A lot of properties like Church- 
Rosser properties, Parallelism Theorem and Concurrency Theorem, as they are known 
for the graph case are shown for HLR-systems by Ehrig et al. in [9]. 
In this paper different kinds of parallel rewriting are introduced for HLR-systems. 
Before we start to describe the principles of parallel rewriting formally, a short intro- 
duction to derivation concepts in high-level replacement systems is given in Fig. 1. 
The arrows between different types of derivations concerned the generative power of 
high-level replacement systems defined on these types. 
The basic kind of rewriting is the direct derivation where one production is applied to 
an object. It is introduced in the various approaches to graph grammars ([7, 19,21,2_5], 
etc.) and in high-level replacement systems [9]. 
Direct derivations via productions which are independent of each other can be com- 
bined to derivations with parullel productions. The parallel production combines several 
productions to a new one. Applying it in the usual sequential way the result shows the 
effect of applying all corresponding productions in parallel. This type is also formulated 
for graphs and high-level replacement systems [7,21,9]. 
In [IO] a basic version of parallel rewriting is introduced where the whole graph has 
to be covered by occurrences of left-hand sides of productions. interfaces between the 
different occurrences have to remain constant during parallel replacement. This type 
of parallel rewriting is formulated as a special kind of star-parallel derications and is 
generalized in the framework of HLR-systems. 
If the interfaces between different occurrences of productions do not need to be 
constant during the replacement we have general star-parallel derivations. Here all 
interfaces are specified by subproductions which implies that existing interfaces can be 
dissolved and new ones established. 
In most cases only a part of an object should be replaced. Therefore, the context has 
to be determined and joined unchanged to the object derived in parallel. This is done in 
a special kind of star-parallel derivation, the so-called cont~-‘.vtw~I p~ru//cl rhiwtioms. 
This kind of derivation corresponds to the type of ~nl~rl~~~o~lrrtt~(I dwicotiorzs where lirst 
a new (amalgamated) production is generated from a set of elementary productions 
and then this production is applied to the given object by a direct derivation. The very’ 
close relationship between contextual parallel derivations and amalgamated derivations 
is shown in the Parallel Replacement Theorem II. 
Amalgamated derivations combine the concepts of parallel and sequential rewriting. 
On the first level an amalgamated production is constructed doing a complete paralicl 
derivation. On the second level this production is applied in a sequential way (see 
also mixed rewriting in [25]). This type of derivation is already examined for special 
graphs with partial ordered node labels [37]. In the following, it is also generalized to 
high-level replacement systems. 
Amalgamated derivations with constant interfaces are related to direct derivations 
with parallel productions which are introduced for HLR-structures in [9]. This relation- 
ship is shown in the Parallel Replacement Theorem I. It turns out that overlappings 
of occurrences which are explicitly given by interfaces in amalgamated derivations are 
handled implicitly in direct derivations with parallel productions. Especially, this result 
overcomes the gap between the sequential and parallel graph grammars. 
These correspondences between different derivation types open the possibility to carry 
over the theory of sequential rewriting -~ like Church-RosserProperties, analysis and 
synthlesis constructions stated in the Parallelism Theorem and concepts of concurrency. 
embedding and distribution - to parallel derivations under suitable conditions. 
Examples of PHLR-systems can be given, for example. on the basis of graphs, 
hypergraphs, relational structures, Petri nets or algebraic specifications. An abstract 
version of a window-based graph editor and movement of objects in configuration 
spaces are presented as examples of PHLR-systems. They are based on graphs which 
arc probably the most intuitive and easy to visualize structures. Moreover, the theory 
of graph grammars set going a theoretical approach to high-level replacement. 
An appendix presents all concepts from category theory needed in this paper. 
A short version of this paper is presented by Ehrig and Taentzer in [ 161 while [38] 
presents PHLR-systems in more detail. 
2. Basic concepts of high-level replacement systems 
In this section basic concepts of HLR-systems like productions and derivations 
introduced in [9] are reviewed. They are formulated for an arbitrary category and 
follow the double-pushout approach. This theory about HLR-systems is extended in 
[9] by concepts for independence and parallelism. Properties like ChurchhRosser and 
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the Parallelism Theorem are shown under suitable conditions. HLR-systems which are 
formulated in a category that satisfies these conditions are called HLRl-systems. 
Let CAT be a category where the objects can be regarded as high-level structures 
and the morphisms as structure preserving functions between high-level structures. 
Additionally, we want to distinguish a class M of morphisms which are used 
the productions while general morphisms in CAT are used to define applications 
productions to high-level structures. 
in 
of 
Definition 2.1. A production p = (L L I 5 R) in CAT consists of objects L, I and 
R, called left-hand side, interface or gluing object and right-hand side, respectively, 
and two morphisms I L L and IL R. 
l p is called M-production if both morphisms 1 and r belong to class M. 
l A production p = (I k I A I) of two identities is called identical production. 
a The production p _I = (R&ILL) is called inverse production of p. 
l The production j = (J c J - J) is called empty with J being the initial object 
of CAT. 
Definition 2.2. Given a production p = (L L I AR) and an object C, called context 
object, together with a morphism I -% C a direct derivation S +d S’ via p, short 
S &d S’, from an object S to an object S’ is given by the following two pushout 
diagrams (1) and (2) in the category CAT: 
Morphisms L -% S and R A S’ are called occurrences of L in S and R in S’, respec- 
tively. By occurrences of the production p in a structure S we mean occurrences of 
the left hand side L in S. 
The idea of a direct derivation is that the left-hand side L mapped in S is replaced 
by the right hand side R mapped in S’ where the interface I together with its mappings 
to L, R and to the context C designates corresponding interfaces in L, R and C. 
Production p is called applicable to object S via occurrence L 5 S if there is a 
pushout-complement (Definition A. 16) of I L L and L AS, called C, together with 
morphisms 15 C and C AS and diagram (2) in the figure above is a pushout. 
An HLR-system HLRS = (S, P, T) in a category CAT is given by a start object S, a 
production set P and a class T of objects in CAT, called terminal objects. The language 
2’(HLRS) of such an HLR-system is then defined by the set of all terminal colored 
objects in CAT derivable from S by a sequence of direct derivations via productions 
of P. 
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Adding the concept of sequential independence the Parallelism Theorem is formulated 
under additional conditions, the HLRI-conditions which are presented in [9]. An HLR- 
system that satisfies these conditions is called HLRl-category. 
Definition 2.3. Given two productions ,Y = (L A I -L R) and p’ = (L’ L I’ L R’ ). 
a derivation sequence S &d S’ &d S” given by the following pair of (solidly drawn) 
double-pushouts is called srquentiull~~ in&pm&w, if there are morphisms L.’ --ii, C’ and 
R 2 C’ (dotted arrows) such that s’ o d = o’ and s” o e = 4. 
Definition 2.4. Given productions p = (L +l I 2 R) and p’ = (L’ L I’ -1 R’) the 
production p + p’ = (L + L’ 5 I + I’ w 1 R + R’) is called the puruM production of 
p and p’ where “+” indicates the binary coproduct. 
Morphisms 1 + 1’ and Y + Y’ are uniquely determined according to the universal 
property of coproducts. 
A parallel production p + p’ is an M-production if p and p’ are M-productions. 
CAT has binary coproducts L + L’, I + I’ and R + R’ and M is closed under binary 
coproducts (see [9] for details). The construction of parallel productions can be iterated 
leading to productions pl + p2 + . + pn with t? 3 I which are also called parallel 
C’ productions, written Cy pi = (C’I L; +- Cy Zi 1 ‘I- c’: R,). 
Direct derivations via. parallel productions show the application of several productions 
in parallel where interfaces are not modeled explicitly but implicitly by overlappings 
of corresponding occurrences of productions in the given object. 
Parallelism Theorem 2.5. Let CAT he cm HLRl -cutrgor)~ cmd p und p’ ,I{- 
productions thm we haw: 
1. S!vzthc~.sis: Given u seyuentiully independcwt derkution squenw S 4‘1 S’ =%,, 
S” thrw is (I qwthesis construction leading to u deriration S %i S”. 
2. Anal)~sis: Giorn N dwication S 3; S” there is un trnul~xis construction Ietrdin~q 
to tlr’o .sryuentiully independent derivation seyurnces S =$, S’ =%d S” und S =%<I 
j’ &, S”. 
3. B[jectiw correspondence: The constructions “synthesis” und “unu1~~si.s” urc in- 
rerw to rach other in the followiny sense: GiGen p, p’ und p + p’ there is II h{jectiw 
correspondence (up to isomorphism) hettveen sequentiull~~ independent dkcation .w- 
qucwws S ==%d S’ ==&d S” und derivtrtions S 211 S”. 
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The proof of this theorem is given in [9]. This result is related to amalgamated 
derivations with constant interfaces later on. 
HERS+ denotes an HLR-system (S,P+, T) where the set P+ of productions is the 
closure of P w.r.t. parallel productions. On this basis we can formulate the following 
result. 
Corollary 2.6. Let CAT be an HLRl-cateyoqt and HLRS an HLR-system lcith M- 
productions only. _Y(HLRS) = Y(HLRS+). 
Proof. Direct consequence of the Parallelism Theorem 2.5. 0 
Furthermore, additional concepts are developed for HLR-systems. Concepts of con- 
currency are described in [9] while concepts of embedding and distribution are inves- 
tigated by Padberg and Taentzer in [30,28]. 
3. Parallel high-level replacement systems 
In the last section, we had derivations via parallel productions which do not show 
interfaces explicitly. Now we want to study parallel rewriting where the interfaces are 
modeled explicitly by interface objects showing overlappings of occurrences of produc- 
tions in the given object. Moreover, productions are applied which are not independent 
of each other. 
All the following types of parallel replacement are formulated for arbitrary categories. 
Given a set of the so-called component productions with occurrences in a given 
object there may be interfaces which show overlappings of the productions in the 
object. If the interfaces are preserved during the derivation we have parallel rewriting 
with constant interfaces modeled by interface objects showing the same overlappings 
between the left- and right-hand sides of the component productions. 
Otherwise the interfaces can be dissolved or extended during the derivations. In this 
case, an interface is not modeled by only one object but by a production which has 
to be a subproduction of all component productions that use it as interface. These 
interface productions are used to amalgamate parts of the component productions in 
order to avoid deletion or addition of subobjects inside the whole object several times. 
If an object is not covered completely by occurrences the context has to be deter- 
mined and joined unchanged to the transformed object. 
In this section three kinds of parallel replacement are presented which cover the 
aspects mentioned above. These are star-parallel derivations where the whole object 
given is replaced in parallel. The amalgamated derivation consists of the generation 
of a new production that amalgamates the component productions according to their 
interface productions. Afterwards, this new production can be applied to the whole 
object by a direct derivation. The advantage of these amalgamated derivations is the 
efficient possibility of frequent reusage of the production generated if the covered part 
occurs in different contexts. 
For the last kind of parallel replacement presented, the contextual parallel derivation, 
the context is determined and joined unchanged to the object derived in parallel. 
First, we have to define how an object is covered by different component productions 
and what kind of interface productions are allowed. 
Definition 3.1. Given a production p = (L 
/ 
k I ‘- X) a production s == (L, c ~-~ 
1, 2 R,) is called suhpmcluction of p if there are morphisms L, d-L, I, --!-I and 
R, 2-3 R such that eel, = /o.f‘ and qor., = r-o,f’. i.e. the following diagram commutes. 
The triple t = (e. ,f’. q) from s to p (short s i p) is called .cul~~~ro(lt~c.tit,rz cvh~rltlim~. 
Definition 3.2. Let T = (d, .Y+‘, E) be a triple consisting of sets of productions .Y = 
{ 01 I p, = (L, A 1, LR;),l <i<n}, .Y’.Y = {xl, Is,, = (L,,LI,, LR,,). I <i < 
.j < n} and subproduction embeddings E = {t,, 1 1 <i # ,j <PI} where t,, are cmbeddings 
of s,, into pi and tji are embeddings of s,, into p, for all 1 <i<j<n. T is called 
cm~poniw t ptmhction srt. 
Given T and an object S a set 0 = {o, 1 1 <i <II} of occurrences L, 5 S is called 
prirLII/~~l O(‘UPl’tWW if 0, 0 e,, = Oi 0 e,,. Vl :gi < ,j < 12. 
T and 0 together are called pwtial cowrimg COV = (T. 0) of S. 
In the case that all subproductions s,, are identical productions, 7’ is called a com- 
ponent production set v,ith constwzt in ter;ftic.c.s. 
A covering COV of S is called conzplrtr if the pushout-star object (set Definition 
C’jI 
A. 14) of morphism star (L, - L,, ‘-L,), s;<,d,i exists and is isomorphic to S. 
A covering which usually covers just partially can be completed if the context is 
determined and explicitly mentioned in the covering. 
Definition 3.3. Let COV = (T, 0) be a partial covering of object S as defined in Def- 
inition 3.2 and let object C, called the context object, with morphisms I, L C, Vl <i 
<n, and C AS be a POS-complement (see Definition A. 16) of morphism-star 
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(L, 2 Li, s L,), G;<JGn, its parallel occurrence L, A S and morphisms l,, Vl <i <n. 
Additionally, we have Ci o f, = cj o f;i, ‘dl <i < j,<n. Then a completed covering 
COV’ = (T/,0’) of COV is defined consisting of T’ = (P’,Y@,E’) with 9’ = 
9 u {&+, 1 pn+l = (C 5 c 3 C)}, 
99’ = 99 U {Si(n+ 1) 1 Si(n+l) = (11 2 Zi Idi, Zj), 1 <i<n} 
and 
and 0’ = 0 U {c,~} 
--------_---_ 
Completed coverings may not exist, even if the underlying category is finitely co- 
complete. POS-complements do exist only under certain conditions called gluing condi- 
tions. Moreover, POS-complements are not unique, in general (see [38] for conditions 
for the existence of unique POS-complements). The completed covering is unique up 
to isomorphism if the POS-complement C with all c, and c,~ is so, too. 
To get comparability between completed coverings and applicability of productions 
in direct derivations we need the condition Ci o fi/ = c, o fj,, Vl <i < j <n, for com- 
pleted coverings. This condition is used in the proof of the following Parallel Repiace- 
ment Theorem II (4.4) to make sure that the pushout-star of (I, k I,, &IJ), 4ri,,Gn+l 
with morphisms ficn+l 1 = id,, and ,fi,I+l)r = c,, Vl bi<n is C. (See also the Context- 
Extending-Lemma 4. For more details concerning the relation between POS- 
complements and corresponding PO-complements see Lemma 5.14 in [38].) 
Lemma 3.4. If covering COP” is dqfined as in Definition 3.3 it is u complete covering 
of object S. 
Proof. 
(1) Since C is POS-complement we have POS(L, 5 Ljj 2 Lj), <, <, Cn+, = s with 
Li(,,+l)‘zLn+l =Zi&C and L,+I %S= C&S, ifl<i<n, 
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(2) (a) Each production Slj E YY is subproduction of p, and p, t .4, Vl <i < 
j <n, because COV is a covering. 
(b) Each production Si(n+l) = (T, EL T, 2 T,) E .‘f.P’ is subproduction of 
p, = (L, &I, LR,) E Y’, VI .<i<n. 
(c) Each production s,(,,+t ) is subproduction of p,,+ 1 = (C 5 C 5 C) c- ./P’. 
Vl fi<n, since we have c, o id,, = c, = c, o idc, Vl <i<n. C 
Definition 3.5. Given a complete covering COV of an object S a star-pcrmllcl dwira- 
lion S +sP S’ over COV is given by the following diagram where the pushout-star 
construction of (R, *R,, s Ri), < ,,< ,<,! yields object S’ and morphisms R, LS”. 
1 <i <n. 
The component production set T of COV provides also a complete covering for 
S’ and the POS-object of (R; *Rlj ~R,)I<,<,<. is S’. Thus, there is also star- 
parallel derivation S’ ===+sp S via COV-’ := (T-l, {gi / 1 <i<n}) where I’-’ contains 
all inverse productions with the same embedding morphisms of T. 
The star-parallel derivation over a covering with constant interfaces was first defined 
as parallel replacement on graphs in [IO]. 
If only a part of object S has to be covered by occurrences of productions we define 
an amalgamated derivation and a contextual parallel derivation. 
Definition 3.6. Given a covering COY of an object S as defined in Definition 3.2, an 
anxzlgumzted derioation S ===+, S’ over COV consists of the following star-parallel 
derivation L -SD R and direct derivation S +d S’: 
1. Construction of an amalgamated production p = (L L T -2 R) by the star- 
parallel derivation L ===+,,, R via COV’ I= (r, {L, 2 L j 1 <i <n}) where all e, are 
the pushout-star of (L; 5 Lij % L,), G,<,-<n. The pushout-star construction of the in- 
terface morphism star (I, A I,i A I, )1 sr.z,Cri yields the interface object I with mor- 
phisms T; .f; I. The morphism 1 (v) is the induced morphism such that 1 o .f, = P, 0 I, 
(r o ,fi = gi o y,), Vl <i<n. The morphism L AS is the induced morphism such that 
0 0 cl, = oI, VI <i<n. 
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2. Application of the amalgamated production p to the object S with the occurrence 
o by a direct derivation S +d S’. 
The r-amalgamated derivation defined with additional application conditions concern- 
ing the subproduction relation in [5] is a special case of the amalgamated derivation 
if n = 2. 
While for each amalgamated derivation a direct derivation can be uniquely related, 
a direct derivation can be the second part of different amalgamated derivations. 
Amalgamated derivations can be compared with a special kind of star-parallel deriva- 
tions where the given coverings are completed. 
Definition 3.7. Given a covering COV of an object S such that COV can be completed 
to a covering COV’ as in Definition 3.3 a contextual parallel derivation S jcon S’ 
is given by the star-parallel derivation S +,r S’ via COV’. 
Remark. By definition each contextual parallel derivation S jcon S’ is a star-parallel 
derivation S +,r S’. The other way around, for each S ===+,p S’ over a covering 
COV there is also a contextual parallel derivation S jco,, S’ via completed covering 
COY’ of COV if C being the POS-object of (Z; k I, AJi)l<i<j<n exists and all 
ci’s being POS-morphisms, c, is obtained then as induced morphism from C to S. It 
is easy to proof that COV’ is a completed covering of COV. 
A special case of a contextual parallel derivation is the direct derivation. For n = 1 
the covering consists of only one object Lt and the context completion is the con- 
text object C together with morphisms It a C and C 5 S such that the pushout 
construction over (L1 A 11 a C) yields S. The sets of productions g and Y are 
extended by the identical productions (C * C * C) and (11 2 11 2 I, ) and result 
S’ of the derivation is obtained by the pushout construction over (RI L 11 % C). 
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The different kinds of parallel replacement just defined are compared with each other 
in the next section. 
A system where objects can be derived via parallel replacement shall form a PHLR- 
systern. The effects of parallel replacement are specified very concretely by component 
production sets where each production is applied exactly once. Comparing this with 
the L-systems way of parallel replacement productions can be applied more than once 
in one step. Generalizing this for PHLR-systems the notion of synchronization rules is 
introduced. Such a rule is the basis for the construction of coverings dependent of the 
given object. 
There are a lot of possibilities to construct a covering from such a synchronization 
rule even if the object that has to be covered is fixed. In the following different covering 
constructions are presented. 
For the description of a complex operation, the elementary rules which can be ap- 
plied, in principle, are summarized in synchronization rules. Moreover, all interaction 
possibilities with other elementary rules are described by specifying the subrule em- 
beddings allowed. One of the interaction possibilities has to be used for synchronizing 
the elementary rules. If interaction is not required the empty rule has to be subrule of 
the corresponding rules. 
Definition 3.8. Let 6 be a set of productions, called eiemrntq~ productions and .Y’ a 
set of productions, called subproductions. Let SE be a set of subproduction embeddings 
of the form se : s 4 e where s E .Y’ and e E 6. A synchronization rule .v’.H is then 
a triple ,Y’.A = (e,.Y,SE). For each e E 8 : I(e) = {se E SE 1 se : s + e for some .s t 
.Y } describes its interf&e. If Ye E R : the cardinality of f(e), / I(e) 1 , is less or equal 
to 1, 55.8 is called simple. If the subproductions of all se E lJrE8 I(e) are identical. 
.Y’.?R is called constant. A synchronization rule ({e}, v), Cn) is called &sic. 
A synchronization rule can also be seen as a graph where the nodes are labeled 
by elementary and subproductions. The arcs are labeled by subproduction embeddings. 
Thus, a synchronization rule can be described by a functor G 4 PROD(CAT) where 
G is graph and PROD(CAT) is the category of productions in the category CAT. 
Morphisms in this category are subproduction embeddings as defined in Definition 3.1. 
Composition and identities are defined componentwise via that of morphisms in CAT. 
Hence, an isomorphism in PROD(CAT) is defined via three isomorphisms in CAT. 
Morphisms ,f and ,f’ in PROD(CAT) are isomorphic if there are isomorphisms 
i : &wz( f ) + ch(J“) and i’ : cod(f) + cod( f ') such that ,f” o i = i’ o ,f‘. 
If we want to describe coverings by a functor similar to synchronization rules we 
consider the category APAIRs(CAT) of application pairs. Each application pair con- 
sists of a production with its occurrence in object S. Morphisms in APAIRs(CAT) are 
described by subproduction embeddings which have to commute with the corresponding 
occurrences. A covering can be described then also by a functor CC + APAIRs(CAT) 
from a special graph CG. This kind of description is used in the following to define a 
special covering construction. 
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Now, we describe all coverings over a given synchronization rule 
Definition 3.9. Given a synchronization rule 9.8 = (&,9’, SE) and an object S the 
covering set %?fiY(Y9?‘,S) of S by YB consists of all partial coverings COV = 
((P, 9’9, E), 0) such that there are mappings 
l m,:b + Q with mp(p;) ” p,, 1 <idn, 
l msP : Y.9 --+ Y with m,yp(sij) 2 s,i, 1 <i < j <n and 
l mse : E + SE with m,,(seij) ” se,, 1 <i # J.<n 
such that dom(m,,(se;,)) = mJdom(se,,)) and cod(ms,(sei,)) = m.yP(cod(se;j)), Vl 6 
i # j<n. 
Some coverings which are interesting with regard to the examples that will be in- 
vestigated later on are described in the following definition. 
Definition 3.10. We distinguish the following special sets of coverings which are sub- 
sets of %Y&V(Y9?, S) and defined as in Definition 3.2: 
1. Basic coverings: All COV E %7fl Ybusi’ c 9 S (JJ, ) satisfy the condition: n = 1. 
2. Complete coverings: All COV E ~6:~~-‘“‘np(.Y.%?,S) are complete. 
3. Fully synchronized coverings: All COV E %l?Y ‘sJ’n’(Y9, S) satisfy the condition: 
Vl <i < j<n : (L; t L,i + L/) is the pullback of (L, + S c L,). 
4. Region-coverings: All COV E %‘Gd’re”(Y8’,S) satisfy the condition: Let COV’ = 
((9, YP’, E’), 0) with 99’ = Y9- {s E YB / s y j} where j denotes the empty pro- 
duction and E’ = {se E E 1 se : s + p and s E Y@}, i.e. E restricted to 99’. COV E 
%?flYe”(9&?,S) if COV’ can be described by a functor CG ‘2’ APAIRs(CAT) 
where CG is a connected graph. 
5. DifSerent-occurrence-coverings: All COV E %6Y”“@ (9.2, S) satisfy the condition: 
~31 <i < j<n : 0; E 0, if pi g pj. 
6. All-occurrence-coverings: Let %T@V”“(y7Z, S) 2 %ci’ Y“‘ff (99, S) such that 
YCOV = (T,O) E WWa”(9%,S) : 73COV = (T’,O’) E WW’if(9’&S) such 
that Vo E 0 : o E 0’ and 30’ E 0’ : o’ @ 0, i.e. 0’ c 0. 
7. Local-d#erent-occurrence-coverings: Let ??W“‘““d’~(Y9!, S) 2 %Li %“‘“if(.Y.9?, S) 
such that for all COV E f&?~$f”“n(Y’.%,S) Vl <i < jk,j/<n : se,,, = seij, 
8. Loud-all-occurrence-coverings: Let %?(r%“‘““0”(Y9, S) 2 %c $‘-‘“L”‘~fl (.Y’W, S) such 
that YCOV = (T, 0) E YflY’ocu” (99&S) : T$ICOV’ = (T’,O’) E %fl?.‘[“““‘ff 
(.YW,S) such that ‘do E 0 : o E 0’ and 30’ E 0’ : o’ @ 0. 
A basic covering is exactly one production and its occurrence to an object S. Com- 
plete coverings cover the whole object S, thus, they are real coverings. In coverings 
which are fully synchronized, the images of all subproductions in S describe exactly 
the overlapping of images of corresponding elementary productions. Region-coverings 
describe coverings where a whole region, i.e. a connected part of object S, is cov- 
ered. Different-match-coverings are not allowed to contain isomorphic occurrence for 
isomorphic elementary productions. 
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The algorithmic way of constructing all-occurrence-coverings for a given synchro- 
nization rule Y.8 and an object S is the following: Look first for all occurrences of 
all elementary productions of Q in S. For each two distinct occurrences of elementary 
productions pl and p2 find then a common subproduction s in .‘Y.‘p with subproduction 
embeddings into pt and p? such that the left-hand sides of pl and pl overlap in the 
mapping of the left-hand side of s in S which has to be covered. The covering of S 
consists of as many copies of all elementary productions as different occurrences have 
been found together with their occurrences in S. Furthermore, for each two copies of 
them a copy of the right subproduction is .joined. All elementary productions with oc- 
currences in S that do not have common subproductions do not belong to the covcrinp 
of s. 
All subproductions of local-all-occurrence-coverings have to be the same for fulltill- 
ing the corresponding condition, i.e. / .Y.Y / = 1. 
Considering somehow simplified synchronization rules, uniqueness can be stated for 
some covering constructions. 
For example, Xc’ Y -“‘(Y&,S) usually has cardinality greater than 1. If we assume 
that we have two different occurrences 01 and 02 of the elementary production e and 
the set I(e) has cardinality greater than 1. Then we can choose each subproduction 
embedding se : s ---j e t Z(e) if occurrences 01 and 01 overlap in the image of .s 
in S. 
Proof. These results follow directly from the construction chosen above. 1 
Note that the coverings constructed with one of the constructions given above are 
empty if n = 0, i.e. no occurrences of productions of .Y can be found. 
Definition 3.12. (1) A parallel high-lecel replacement system PHLRSD = (S, .X. T)o 
of type D based on a category CAT is given by a start object S in CAT. a set 
.J$’ of synchronization rules and a class T of objects in CAT, called terminal colored 
objects. Type D = {sp, a, con} indicates the type of derivations that are used for parallel 
replacement. 
(2) Given a type D an object S’ is D-deriwble from S via .8 if there is a sequence 
of derivations S,_l ==+D St via COVi and COV, E %C’ Y ‘(Y./A,,S,_, ) (see Detinition 
3.9 with Y.z%; E W for 1 <i <m such that S = So, S’ = S,,,. 
(3) The language ~(PHLRSD) of an PHLR-system PHLRSD = (S, 2, T) is given by 
the set of all terminal colored objects in CAT D-derivable from S. 2”“““‘(PHLRSr,). 
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Zp”““P(PHLRSD), ,4”“Y”‘(PHLRSb), AY(PHLRSb), Y@(PHLRSp), 9”‘(PHLRSb), 
_Y’““d’~(PHLRSb)and Y tocuN(PHLRSb) denote the sublanguages of Y(PHLRSb) 
which are generated using basic, complete, fully synchronized, region-, different- 
occurrence-, all-occurrence-, local-different-occurrence- or local-all-occurrence- 
coverings, only. 
4. Relations between different parallel replacement concepts 
In this section we want to relate the different kinds of parallel replacement given in 
the last sections. If all interfaces are constant amalgamated derivations can be compared 
with direct derivations via parallel productions. In Theorem 4.1 we show that there is a 
correspondence between these two kinds of derivation and it turns out that the explicitly 
given interfaces in amalgamated derivations are handled implicitly in direct derivations 
via parallel productions. 
This theorem gives information when an amalgamated derivation can be decomposed 
using Parallelism Theorem 2.5. This means that for each given amalgamated derivation 
with constant interfaces there is a direct derivation via a parallel production which can 
be sequentialized by the ‘analysis’-construction of the Parallelism Theorem. 
Amalgamated derivations and contextual parallel derivations correspond to each other 
bijectively. This is shown in Theorem 4.4. 
Theorem 4.1 (Parallel Replacement Theorem I). Let CAT be a finitely cocomplete 
category and COV = (T, 0) and COV’ = (T’,O’) partial coverings as in Dejini- 
tion 3.2. T = (?,YY,E) and T’ = (Y,Y@,E’) are component production sets with 
constant interfaces. 
1. Implicate: Given an amalgamated derivation S ===+, S’ via COV there is a direct 
C’ cr derivation S ed S’ viu parallel production cy pi = (x7 Li +-- cy Ii -~~ Ri) 
with pi E 9, VI di<n. 
2. Explicate: Given a direct derivation S *d S’ via parallel production cl pi 
there is an amalgamated derivation S +, S’ via COV’. 
3. E/I-Identity: Let S +d S’ be a direct derivation via parallel production cl pi. 
Doing first ‘explicate’ and afterwards ‘implicate’ the derivation S +d S’ via cy pi 
is constructed again. 
We cannot state I/E-Identity because for the construction ‘explicate’ there are dif- 
ferent possibilities of choosing interfaces Iij between the li’s. Among others there are 
two distinguished ways to choose interfaces Ii,: 
1. All Zij are equal to the initial object J which means purely implicit handling of 
overlapping of Zi and I/. 
2. All 1ij are pullback objects of (1i %CAZj) for l<idj<n which means ex- 
plicit declaration of the overlapping of Zi and Ij. 
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Proof. 
1. Explicate: Given a direct derivation S ed S’ via production cy p,: 
Since finite coproducts are pushout-stars over the initial object (compare, for example, 
[23] or the appendix) the coproducts over families (Li), (Z,) and (Ri), Vl <i <n. are 
equal (up to isomorphism) to pushout-stars over the morphism stars (L, +- J - 
L,)I c~</<~, (4 + J - Lj)r<lc,<n and (R, - J - R,)IQ<,o,. All newly 
created diagram squares commute because of uniqueness of initial morphisms. Thus, 
there exists an amalgamated derivation S ===F~ S’ via COV’ with T’ = (9. Y.b’, E’) 
with constant interfaces 99’ = {s,, 1 S,j I= (J + J ---i J). ‘d 1 <i <,j<n} where 
l~+L=~IandI~R= c Y consisting of the diagram in Definition 3.6 where 
all L,,j = Iii = R, = J. 
2. Implicute: Let S da S’ be an amalgamated derivation via COV. Since CAT 
is finitely cocomplete, we can construct first the finite coproducts c’( L,, Cy I, and 
cy R,. The morphism c 1 (c Y) is the induced morphism such that 
Cl] cc cq Moreover, there are induced morphisms c’,‘Li -S, cl Ii - C and c’; R, i S’ 
such that 
co . L,~c;L,is=Li~s=L,~L~s 
l I,~=;~,~C=I,~C=~,-~-I~C and 
. R,~C’IRi-S’=Ri~S’-Ri~R~S’, Vl<i<n. cq 
If both squares (1) and (2) in the diagram above are pushouts the direct derivation 
S =+d S’ via parallel production c; pI =: (cl Li - ” C’( I, 2 Cl R,) is constructed. 
Gommutativity can be stated for (1) and (2) since the universal property of cy 1, 
holds for S and S’. 
Proving the universal property of (1) we can state the following: Given an ob- 
ject X with morphisms cl L, %X and CSX satisfying ox’0 cl = cxo cc we 
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can state OXiOeij = OX,Oeji, Yl<i < j<n: OXiOeij = OX;OeijOlij = OXiOliOfij = 
OX'Oe(OliOf;i=OX'O ClOf:Ofii= CXO CCOf/Ofij =CXOCiOfiJ=CXOCjOJi= 
cxo ~cof~o~,=ox'o -pof;oJi = OX'0 ei 0 Ij O&i = OXj 0 1~ O&i = 0x1 Oeji 0 iii = 
OXj 0 eji. 
Now, there exists a unique morphism L 5X with 
Li~L”~x;i~x=L,e:.~Li~x, Vl <i<n. 
I 
Since S is PO-object of (L L I A C) there is a unique morphism S 5X with 
L L S 5X = L 5X and C 5 S 5X = C %X. Consequently, it follows 
The universal property of (2) can be proven analogously. 
3. All colimit constructions are unique up to isomorphism. Applying the construction 
‘explicate’ does not result into any object or morphism newly constructed. By using 
construction ‘implicate’ the coproducts c; Li, cl1i and c? Ri are reconstructed. I7 
The ‘explicate’-construction is possible if the corresponding covering does not have 
to fulfill special properties. The following example shows a situation where ‘explicate’ 
is not possible if it has to yield a special covering. 
Example 4.2. (1) Consider an HLR-system HLRS = (S, P, T) where S = L and P = 
{p = (Lcf- JAR)}. Then the language 9(HLRS+) = {L} U {c:R )n E N} is 
mainly the set of all coproducts over R. This result is due to the fact that matches of 
L can overlap in S arbitrarily often. 
On the other side, the languages of PHLRS, = (S, A!‘, T)a with 9 = (P, {j}, {j -+ p}) 
where the sets of coverings are restricted are subsets of T(HLRS+). 9’bu”i’(PHLRS,) = 
_Wnc(PHLRS,) = 2’““(PHLRS,) = 2+ff(PHLRS,) = 2’uN(PHLRSa) = cY1ocd~ 
(PHLRS,) = 9 ‘oca”(PHLRSa) = {L, R}. In all restricted coverings except of com- 
plete ones exactly one occurrence of L in S can be found because otherwise it is 
not 
basic, 
fully synchronized: all occurrences have to overlap in L but the only possible inter- 
face is the empty production, 
a region-covering: different occurrences can only be connected by empty subproduc- 
tions, 
a different-occurrence- or an all-occurrence-covering: there is only one possible oc- 
currence L 5 L, 
a local-different-occurrence- or a local-all-occurrence-covering with the same reason 
as above. 
(2) Let P’ = {p’ = (JLJ LR)}; we have _Y((S.P’+,T)) = Y(HLRS~). 
Rut YJi(“‘““‘J’((S,.#. r),,) = {L} with .A’ = (P’, {,j}. {j - p’}) since even a parallel 
application of p’ would not yield a complete covering. 
(b) Y“((S..H, T),,) # y’((S.P+. T)) ,f or Some PHLR-.~~:vtcms. 
Proof. (I) Direct consequence of parallel replacement theorem I. (2)(a) is obvious 
because of (I ). (2)(b) is shown by Example 4.2. C 
The following Parallel Replacement Theorem II shows the very close relationship 
between amalgamated derivations and contextual parallel derivations. 
Theorem 4.4 (Parallel Replacement Theorem 11). 
Lrt CAT hr u ,jinitrly coconzplete ctrtryor~~ uml COV N purtiul cowrirq. 
I Decapsulate: Giwn an amdgumutrd dwiwtion S =+a S’ viu COV tlwe is u 
c~or7~~~stu~il purullel dmivution S Jc,,,, S viu CO V. 
2. Encapsulate: Giwn u contrxtutrl Ix~ullel rhkution S jco,, S’ siu COC’ tlwrc) 
i.s ~17 rrrml~pmrted dwivation S ==+;, S’ via CO I’. 
3. Bijective Correspondence: The construction.v ‘drcupsulutr’ untl ‘cncup.sulutc’ urc 
inrww to cwA otlzcr. which ~WUMS tlztrt thtw i.v u b@ctiw c~orresppon~l~~nc,r lwt~~ww 
~11?7cll~~ltrrll~1trrI dwicutions S ==+, S’ und contestuul purullrl dcriwtions S ac(,,, S’ 
riu CO1’. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 makes use of commutativity properties of colimits (The- 
orem A.20, [23]) which are also used, for example, in the framework of module 
specifications in [ 131. In our case we have to apply it to pushouts and pushout-stars 
which are special colimits. 
Proof. 
I. Dwupmlutc~: Let S *a S’ be an amalgamated derivation via COV as depicted 
in IDefinition 3.6. Morphism stars (1,, A-L,, 2 L,), c,~,~,j.(I, +!I I,, L+ I,), ,’ ,. ,, 
and (R, z R,, s Ri), s,<iGn can be extended to size n + I such that the pushout- 
star objects of them and morphisms to these objects are the same if L,,,,~, 1) = L,,,, =: 
&-I , = I,, / I = Rip,-I ) = &,I = J, Vl <i <n (see Lemma 4.6). Thus, also 
l L, is the POS-object of LS = (L, Gz Ljj 2 L,), ~l~,C,,+l. 
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l I is the POS-object of ZS = (II &Ii, &Ij),41<in+l and 
l R is the POS-object of RS = (Ri 2 Rij 5 Rj), <i<j<n+l. 
Morphism J - J is unique. Moreover, we have J - J - Li = J - Li = J - 
Z, -fb L, because J - Li is unique and J -J-Ri=J-R,=J-Ii&Ri 
because J - Ri is unique. 
There is a morphism star CS = (II AZi, L Ij)I Gl<jGn+l 
,k / 
with I,(,+, ) - Ii = 
Zi 2 Zi and I, r(n+,)fwzn+, =I$+C=Z, A I 2 C, Vl <i <n, such that C is its 
POS-object (see Lemma 4.7). 
All squares between IS and CS commute because of the uniqueness of morphisms 
J - Ii, Vl <i <n, and J - C or identities. 
Now the left part of the diagram just constructed consists of the solid part and the 
pushout over L +!- IL C which is drawn dotted in the figure below. The right part 
of the diagram looks similarly. 
Considering morphism stars LS, IS and CS with all morphisms running in between 
it is easy to see that this diagram is a functor from diagram scheme PO x PO&+, to 
CAT (see Definition A.7). This applies in the same way for RS, IS and CS with corre- 
sponding morphisms. Thus, Theorem A.20 about commutativity of colimits implies first 
that the pushout of diagram (LA I -& C) and the pushout-star of diagram ELS = 
Qiii’) 
(LizLijaLj),,i<j<n+l with Li(,+l) -L, = Z&Li and Li(n+l)ezL,+l = 
I, L C, ‘~‘1 <i <n, are isomorphic and secondly that the pushout of diagram (R & 
Z-f+ C) and the pushout-star of diagram ERS = (R, 2 Rii % Rj)l<i<,<,+l with 
,%I#?+ I , 
Ri(n+l) - Ri = Ii A Ri and Ri(n+l) qi”i”’ - R,+I = Zi a C, Vl <i<n, are isomorphic. 
So there exists a contextual parallel derivation S jcon S’ via COV consisting of ELS, 
CS, ERS, the rule morphisms in between and pushout-stars of ELS and ERS. 
2. Encapsulate: Given a contextual parallel derivation S ==+con S’ over COV and T 
as in Definition 3.7. 
Restricting the morphism stars of S and S’ and the interface-star to size n yields 
the morphism stars LS = (Li 2 Lij aLj)1<i<,<,, IS = (Z; L I?/ ~r,,l Ql<j~n 
and RS = (Ri zRlj %R.) J 1 <i<j<n with L being the POS-object of LS, I being the 
POS-object of IS and R being the POS-object of RS. 
Using Lemma 4.6 we extend the stars again to size n + 1 such that the pushout- 
star objects remain the same if we have Licn+l 1 = L,,+I = Ij(,+l ) = I,,+, = Ri(n+l) = 
R n+l = J, Vl <i<n. All morphisms between the stars of L and I and R and I are either 
given by assumption, identities or initial morphisms. Thus, all squares between the stars 
commute by assumption or because of the uniqueness of the corresponding morphisms. 
Since the POS-object of IS is I and due to the fact that we have 
Iij .f;l 1, 5 C = 1, AI,LC, Vl<i<j<n 
because a contextual parallel derivation is a star-parallel derivation over a completed 
covering there is an induced morphism I A C. According to the Context-Extending 
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Lemma 4.7, C is the POS-object of (I~-I;,~~,)I=rc,~,,+l with Z,(,I_i, ‘%I, = 
I, A+ I, and f,,,r+lj ‘2 I,+, = I, 5 C’, VI <i<n 
I 
i,‘.- 
Now the left part of the diagram just constructed consists of the whole diagram in the 
figure above except of morphisms L 2 S and C 5s. The right side of the diagram 
looks similarly. 
Similarly to the “decapsulate”-step we have the morphism stars of L, I, R and C and 
all morphisms in between which lead to diagrams over diagram scheme PO x POS,,, 1. 
Thus, Theorem A.20 implies first that the pushout of diagram (I, L I A C) and 
the pushout-star of diagram(l, 2 L,, z L.,), Gic ,sr,+l with L,(,,_r) ‘II-\i L, = I, L L, 
and L,+~)‘~ L,,+ 1 = I, L C, Yl <i < n, are equal and secondly that the pushout of 
diagram (R i I A C) and the pushout-star of diagram (R; L R,, L R, ), 6, (, _ ,,,~ I 
with R,,,,+j 1 “z R, = 1; L Ri and R,(,z+l I”“-‘:’ R,, , 1 = I, L C, ‘dl <i <n. are equal. 
Hence, there is an amalgamated derivation S J, S’ via COV as depicted in Definition 
3.6. 
3. (Bijective correspondence) All pushout-star constructions are unique up to iso- 
morphism. Applying construction ‘decapsulate’ there is not any object or morphism 
that is newly constructed. By doing construction ‘encapsulate’ the pushout-stars of LS. 
IS, RS and CS with POS-objects L, I, R and C are constructed and induce unique 
morphisms ILL, I LR and I i C. II 
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Corollary 4.5. Let CAT be finitely cocomplete and x E {basic, camp, sync, reg, difs, 
all, locdsfs, locall). The generated languages of PHLR-systems using amalgamated OY 
contextual parallel derivations only are equal, i.e. 
. Y(PHLRS,) = 5?(PHLRS,,,) 
. F(PHLRS,) = 2’X(PHLRSC,,) 
Proof. Direct consequence of parallel replacement theorem II. 0 
For proving the theorems we need the following lemmata. 
Initial-Extending Lemma 4.6. Given a finitely cocomplete category CAT there is a 
pushout-star (Si * Sij 3 Sj)l <r<j<n+l with S,(n+l) = &+I = J, Vl6i <n, pushout- 
star object S and morphisms S, 5 S,Vl <idn + 1, zf und only tf there is a pushout- 
star (Si A Sij %Sj), <i<j<n with the same pushout-star obj’ect S and morphisms si 
Vl < i <n (see the left diagram below). 
Proof. (1) Given an object S being the POS-object of the morphism star (Si 2 
S,, Q)l<i<,<~+l, we have S, o s;j = sj 0 sj,, ‘d 1 < i < j < n. There exists a unique 
morphism S 5 S’ for all objects S’ with S, 2 Si L S’ = S, 2 S, A S’, v 1 <i < 
j<n + 1, and we have Uosi = s:, Vl d i dn. This is exactly each S’ with s: 0 s,j = 
S: OSji, V 1 <i < j<n, because S: osi(n+l) = J + S’ = $+, OS(~+~);, Vl <i<n, is 
always satisfied. Hence, S is POS-object of (Si L Sij 2 Sj), ~i<jgn. 
(2) Given an object S being the POS-object of the morphism star 
(Si2Slj ASj)l<l<,<n9 we have pi o sij = sj o ~,i, V 16i < j<n, and J + 
SihS = J + S = J -+ J -----f S, Vl<i<n, because morphism J + S is 
unique. For all objects S’ with s( osij = s$ osj,, k’ ldi < j<n, and unique u as 
above we have u 0 s, = si, Vl <i <n + 1 because the uniqueness of J ------f S’ implies 
I 
J + S, AS’ = J - J --f S’, Yl <i<n. Consequently, there is a unique mor- 
phism u with u o si = s(, Vl <i <n. Additionally, we have J -+ S & S’ = J --) 
S’ because of the uniqueness of initial morphisms. Hence, S is also POS-object of 
(S1 z Sij *Sj)1Qi<j<n+l. 0 
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Context-Extending-Lemma 4.7. Giwn an object I US POS-object of u morphism 
stur (I, k l,i A I,), ~i<,<~ and cI morphism I -li C in u jinitely cocornpletr cut- 
egor~’ CAT, object C w+th morphisms I, -2 C = I, L I 2 C, V’1 <i <n. rend id(, 
C is then POS-object of morphism star (11 2 I,, L Ii), s,<,bnll trith morphisms 
I 
1,,/,_ I I 
1(n+l) i I, = I, 5 Ii and Ii(,,+ 1) -‘% C = I, 5 C, Vl < i 6 n (SW the riyht diagrum 
uhow ). 
Proof. We can state c; 0 J, = c, 0 ,fii, V 1 <i < j < 12 + 1, since 
1. C, 0 ,f;, = L’ 0 ,f; o fil = c o Js o .f;i = C, o j;i, b’ 1 <i < j < PI and 
2. c,oid,, =~,=id~oci ‘dl<i<n. 
For all objects C’ with I, L I, z C’ =: Ii, L I, 2 C’, V 1 <i < j < IZ + 1, exists 
a morphism C 5 C’ by assumption, We have c: o id,, = c: = x o c,, Vl <i < n and 
co id’ = c. Assume that there are morphisms r, p : C - C’ with I, 5 C 3 C’ = 
I,~+C’,Vl<i<n,itfollowsr=~cid~=x=/i~id~=~. C 
5. Examples of PHLR-systems 
In this section we show some examples of underlying categories for PHLR-systems 
and two explicit examples of PHLR-systems: the high-level specification of a simple 
window-based graph editor based on category GRAPHS which is described in [7] and 
in Example A.2. Moreover, the movement of objects in configuration spaces based on 
category CPOGRAPHS of graphs with completely partially ordered label alphabet 
inve:stigated in [32]. 
5.1. E.wmples of underlying categories for PHLR-systems 
Comparing the literature concerning category theory there are a lot of finitely co- 
complete categories. In the following paragraph some cocomplete categories are listed 
which are already presented in the framework of HLR-systems in [9,29]. 
1. The category SETS of sets. 
2. The category GRAPHS of colored graphs with color-preserving graph morphisms 
[15,71. 
3. The category HYP-GRAPHS of hypergraphs [17]. 
4. The category STRUCT of relational structures [ 111. 
5. The category SPEC of algebraic specifications and strict specification morphisms 
[311. 
6. The category CPOGRAPHS of graphs with completely partially ordered label 
alphabet [32]. 
7. The category P-T-NETS of place-transition nets [18,24]. 
8. The category AHL-NETS of algebraic high-level nets [29]. 
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5.2. A simple window-based graph editor 
The first example comprises an abstract specification of a simplified window-based 
editor which manipulates graphs following a prototype graph editor for algebraic graph 
transformation designed and implemented by Lowe and Beyer on SUN4-workstations 
under X-windows (see [4,22]). 
This editor supports several views on graphs which can be considered in differ- 
ent windows. Nodes and arcs inserted or deleted in the current window are also 
inserted or deleted in all other windows that show the current graph. This graph 
can be saved or deleted and a new graph can be loaded into the current 
window. 
The user interface operations comprise the insertion, deletion, selection and dese- 
lection of nodes and arcs, movement and copy operations, creation and deletion of 
windows, change of the current window, creation and deletion of graphs, change to 
another graph and many more. The operations just mentioned belong mostly to the 
editor operations which are described below. 
The abstract specification of a graph editor which does not care of the layout and 
position of graphs and windows but only of the relation structure of objects taking 
part is presented as a PHLR-system based on the category GRAPHS. This means 
that the internal high-level states of the editor are modeled by graphs where objects 
like windows, graphs, nodes, edges, etc., are presented by nodes and their relations 
to each other by arcs. The editor operations introduced are described by synchroniza- 
tion rules that induce parallel replacement on graphs showing internal states as just 
described. 
5.2.1. The initiul state 
The initial state Go of the graph editor consists of an empty graph viewed in one 
initial window which is the current window because the cursor points to it. The cursor 
points always to the current graph and the current window and a window points always 
to that graph which it is showing. 
cursor graph 
Arcs which describe relations between different items are usually not labeled except 
for loops. Here we have one loop labeled by “initial” describing the status of windows. 
Loops describe attributes of the object to which they belong. A window can be “initial” 
or “non-initial” if it is created later on. 
5.2.2. Insrrtion und deletion of objects 
Now a node (which is simply an object) can be inserted into the current graph. It 
is automatically selected, as indicated by the loop with label “selected”. 
s 
r-7 cursor I ’ 
L,, I \I 
Numbers at the above nodes indicate which items are mapped to each other via 
graph morphisms 1,) + ,LYr and I,71 -+ R, 1. For this production and all following the 
indication is restricted to nodes. 
A node insertion as described above implies that for each window that shows this 
graph a node image (object image) is created belonging to that window. Such an object 
image stores layout and position of the object in this particular window. However, this 
low level information is not shown on this level of abstraction. 
s, : 
-object image 
Note that graphs L,r, Z,r and R,I of er have LI, I,, and R,, in sr as subgraphs such 
that sr is a subproduction of er. The subgraphs are shown with a grey background 
in the above diagram. They are indicated in the same way as in all the following 
diagrams. 
As shown above, node insertion is described by subproduction sr and elementary 
production er Thus, the corresponding synchronization rule, called .Y.%‘,+~.~,~J~~~)F, is dc- 
fined by 
Since sr should be applied once and er as often as there are windows, we are 
interested in local-all-occurrence-coverings. 
For each node insertion the object and all its object images are newly created. A 
node which is selected can be deleted by using the above productions in the inverse 
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direction. This implies that the objects and object images are destroyed: 
Insertion of arcs is similar to the insertion of nodes. The newly created arc (object) 
is related to that graph which comprises the two adjacent objects. For the distinction 
of source and target of the newly created arc corresponding objects have to be selected 
differently. Note that the selected objects can be nodes or arcs. Thus, this operation 
allows higher-order arcs. After insertion the new arc is selected as well as a new node 
after insertion. 
Similar to node insertion, an arc image (object image) has to be created for each 
window that shows this graph. 
5.2.3. Selection and deselection of objects 
Selection and deselection of an object is modeled by the following production p and 
the inverse production p-’ : 
P* : 
cursor 
I 
1 
graph2 
T 
object 
U3 
non- 
sel. 
- 
cursor 
I 
1 
graph2 
I 
object 
3 
I 
p2 
cursor 
I 
1 
graph2 
I 
object 
!LL3 
selected 
The corresponding basic synchronization rules are the following: 
YgSELECT = <{pZ>, 0,015 
5.2.4. Creation of windows 
The contents of the current window can be copied to a new non-initial window 
which is then the current one. Such a window creation means that a new object image 
belonging to the new window is created for all objects (nodes and arcs) of the current 
graph. Again sg is subproduction of es. The corresponding synchronization rule is the 
following: 
~BCREATEWIN = ({e3,s3},{s3},{inc3 :s3 --) e3, id,,}). 
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e3 : 
If there does not exist any occurrence of elementary production e3 we look at least 
for an occurrence of the subproduction ~3. This is the case, for example, if a new 
window is created for a graph which is empty. Thus, similarly to insertion of objects 
local-all-occurrence-coverings are interesting. 
Cnl?,: operations via selection are performed in a similar way. Deletion of a current 
window is only permitted if it is non-initial and implies the deletion of all object 
images belonging to it. The cursor is set to the initial window. This kind of operation 
is not explicitly shown here. 
5.2.5. Change oj’ the current windoLl 
The change of the current window can be performed by one production that changes 
the cursor position. 
In order to use this production for changing between windows viewing the same 
graph both “graph”-nodes of the following left-hand side of q have to be identified in 
the application of q. 
q4: 
cursor 
I 
I\ 
window-graph 
2 4 
windo?-, graph 
5 
L, 
1 
cursor 
1 
- window-graph - 
2 4 
/ windoy- graphg 1
4 
4 
Ri, 
4 
~~.&-fL4.YGECURW/N = ((q4). 0,8) 
5.2.6. Change to another graph 
The change of the current to another graph means that it is replaced in the current 
window by the other one. 
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This means that all object images are deleted which are images of objects of the 
current graph. 
s 5’ 
e5 : 
T 
45 
,objecl 
image 
I 
objet: 
- 
object i 
- 
45 
object < 
Additionally, all objects of the new graph have to be imaged in the current window. 
This is modeled by inverse production es’. The production ss is subproduction of es 
and e;‘. Both, the deletion of old object images and the creation of new object images 
have to be done, thus the synchronization rule 99 CHANGEGRAPH looks slightly more 
complex than the other ones: 
~~CHANGEGRAPH=((e5,e~',~5},(~5}, 
(inc5 : s5 -+ es,inc, -’ : s5 --) e;',dy,}) 
As before, local-all-occurrence-coverings specify the right operation. 
5.2.7. Example: Deletion of a node - a contextual parallel derivation 
Starting with the initial state Ga of the editor, inserting two nodes with an arc in 
between them, creating a new graph with one node and a new window that shows this 
graph we get the following state GI of the editor. 
G,: 
objecy 
I , 
object /‘\ /‘\ /t 
image image selected selected selected 
J 
The deletion of the only node in the current graph of Gt is now done with a 
contextual parallel derivation. The current graph is shown in both windows so there are 
two different occurrences of e,’ which overlap in an occurrence of their subproduction 
SI -‘. The context graph C is generated by the POS-complement construction described 
in Definition 3.3. Thus, we get the pushout-star of GI depicted below. 
The construction of a pushout-star and a POS-complement in category GRAPHS is 
outlined in the appendix. The context graph C is the corresponding POS-complement 
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graph. Its construction is described in the appendix. Here, it is that subgraph of GI 
where the only object of the current graph is left out together with all its object images 
in the windows showing the current graph. The new state G? is obtained by the second 
pushout-star shown below. 
Note that here a local-all-occurrence-covering is used. In this special case an all- 
occurrence-covering would yield the same result since there is only one occurrence of 
S-’ in Cl. For example, for the insertion of an arc between selected objects ditkrcnt 
results can be obtained. A derivation via a local-all-occurrence-covering would model 
the insertion of exactly one arc while that via an all-occurrence-covering would describe 
the insertion of several arcs. 
Other operations mentioned above can also be modeled by contextual parallel deriva- 
tions using local-all-occurrence-coverings, only. 
4 
I 
1 
cursor 
I 
1 l-l graph t 2 window 4 
L,, 
cursor 
I 
selected 
’ v El gryh2+ ob~ic~ windows+ object image 
\ 
1 image image selected selected selected1 
\ 
curs01 
I 1 
4 
graph 
t 
2 
window 
5 
ob,ject .-- object - object 
/‘\ /‘\ /‘\ 
selected selected selected/ 
C 
According to the Parallel Replacement Theorem II these operations can be described 
equivalently by amalgamated derivations and contextual parallel derivations. But there 
is only little advantage of using amalgamated derivations in this example since the 
amalgamated production constructed cannot be reused frequently. 
Initial state Go of the editor together with the set of all synchronization rules in- 
troduced above form a PHLR-system using contextual parallel derivations. All objects 
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&j(GRAPHS) of the category GRAPHS are allowed as terminal objects. Y’oca” 
((Go,%!, Ubj(GRAPHs)),,,) with 92 being the set of all synchronization rules intro- 
duced above describes all possible editor states. 
In [40] Taentzer and Beyer specified an abstraction concept on the basis given in this 
example. In that context, amalgamated derivations are used to describe corresponding 
editor operations. 
4 
\. ~~~~~~~h20bj~~~bject ~ I2 
window 
4 windoY /z /‘\ /‘\ 
selected selected selected 
c 
Movement of objects would not cause any changes in the internal state of the editor 
introduced so far because it is only related to the layout of a graph. This is treated in 
the next example. 
5.3. Movement of objects in conjiguration spaces 
In this example the shape and position of arbitrary objects in two-dimensional con- 
figuration spaces are modeled (see also [37]). The objects are allowed to move via 
translations within this space if there is no collision with each other. Amalgamated 
derivations are used to model basic motions via a finite set of elementary productions. 
The example is based on category CPOGRAPHS of graphs with completely partially 
ordered label alphabet and label compatible graph morphisms. In [36,37] also rotation 
of objects based on parallel derivations is considered. 
To 
show 
made 
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model the layout of configuration spaces (which are. for example, windows that 
graphs) by graphs, a Cartesian grid is laid in the space and this space which is 
discrete is mapped to a graph in the following way. Each grid square is modeled 
by a node. If there is a part of an object in the square then the node is black otherwise 
it is white. Horizontically or vertically neighboring squares are mapped to nodes which 
are connected by “h”-colored (horizontal) or ‘V-colored (vertical) arcs, respectively. 
Thus, the node label alphabet consists of black ( 0) and white ( 0 ) with the complctc 
partial order 
The arc label alphabet is SC.4 = {h, r}. Actually. there is not any complete partial 
order of SC,.,, however, it can be extended to SC.:, = (2, h. L’, {h, c}} with i. > ,1 h > 1 
{h.r} and i. >,, I’ >,4 {h,c}. But label 3. and {h.r} will not be needed because each 
graph morphism used is color preserving on arc labels. On the node labels, the graph 
morphisms are allowed to change labels according to the partial order given above. 
The configuration space is not modeled by only one graph but by a graph morphism 
star and its parallel gluing which yields the configuration space. Such a graph morphism 
star consists of a graph which models the configuration space without any object. a 
set of object graphs modeling arbitrary objects and interface graphs with corresponding 
graph morphisms used to determine the position of objects in the configuration space. 
All graphs have Cartesian grid like structures as described above. The parallel gluing 
of these graphs is described by a pushout-star in category CPOGRAPHS which differs 
from a pushout-star in GRAPHS in the construction of node labels obtained by greatest 
lower bounds. 
The following configuration C consists of two objects which are non-overlapping. 
Object graphs 01 and 02 are connected graphs with more than one node where all 
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nodes are black. The empty space is modeled by graph G where all nodes are white. 
Each configuration space where no two objects overlap is called consistent. 
All “l-r”-colored (“v”-colored) arcs are drawn horizontically (vertically). Object in- 
terfaces 011 and Oil have the same structure than their object graphs 01 and 02 but 
all their nodes are colored white. Interface OZs is empty. The morphisms between these 
interface graphs and graph G determine the positions of the objects. Each object graph 
consisting of more than one node can also be described as a configuration consisting of 
all its handles (i.e. two nodes with one arc between them) and single nodes or empty 
graphs as interfaces (see the figure above). 
Basic motions like translations about one step to the right dependent on the fineness 
of the grid used are modeled by amalgamated derivations using all-occurrence cov- 
erings that are fully synchronized for a certain region with the following underlying 
synchronization rule: Y’&!\TR,Q,Js = ({ei,e2,si},{si,s2}, {incii : si + ei,inc{, : SI + 
el, inc12 : si 4 e2, ix{, : s1 + e2, inc2l : s2 + ei, inc22 : s2 ---f ez}) with 
e,: mi_ 
I 2 3 I- 
and s2 = (0 - 0 + 0). It is easy to check that si and s2 are subproductions of ei 
and e2. Note that si is subproduction of ei (ez) in two different ways. 
Translations into other directions can be described in a similar way. 
The partial covering is constructed by looking for all different occurrences of ri 
and CQ for handles which belong to that object which has to be moved. If the occur- 
rences of c’i and e2 overlap in a node their common subproduction is SI otherwise 
it is Q. A partial covering constructed in such a way is in % C Y -““(C, Y’.8rR.., L.,s) I 1 
% (1 I ‘.‘J”‘( c, 5/‘.#)Thg:&.y ) n %C’Y ‘IcLI(C, Y.?A,,i,btz) where C is an arbitrary configuration 
space. Since ~1 and s2 have non-isomorphic left hand sides all coverings constructed 
are unique according to Lemma 3. Il. 
For example, object 02 in configuration space C is moved one step to the right. Here. 
the following component production set T = (.Y, .V, E) with .Y = {p, 1 I <i <2, !‘I = 
L’~. {I:! = Q} and .Y‘ = {s!, / 1 <i < ,j<2,si? = s 1) is constructed. Set E of subpro- 
duction embeddings consists of (eiz,,fiz,si2) and (rzi,,f’zi, gzl ) which are the obvious 
embeddings of si2 into pi and p2 such that there two occurrences o, : L, ~~- C, 
I<i<2 with o;oe,, =o,o~,,, V I<i<,j<2. 
\ 
El 1 2 3 4 5 
f R 
I, 
fq_#(&, 
The amalgamated production p = (L +- I _ R) with I = POS(Ii c 112 -.--- 
12)i s ,<,&l models now the translation for an object like 02. i.e. for an object with 
the particular shape of 02. 
A direct derivation via production i) performs the translation of 02 in configuration 
space C. This is possible if an occurrence of L in c’ can be found which is color 
preserving. Otherwise this would model a collision between objects. 
In general, it is useful to describe the movement of objects by amalgamated deriva- 
tions because it is expectable that the amalgamated production is frequently reused for 
moving the same object within the configuration space. But of course, due to the Paral- 
lel Replacement Theorem II also contextual parallel derivations can be used everywhere 
where amalgamated derivations perform movement of objects. 
For translations about more than one step elementary productions or amalgamated 
productions have to be sequentially composed by constructing concurrent productions 
[14,91. 
Each configuration space together with synchronization rule ,YJ?T~,~~ form a PHLR- 
system based on category CPOGRAPH. All objects T =Obj(CPOGRAPHS) are 
allowed as terminal objects. Coverings are constructed in the way described above. 
Let PHLRS, = (C, (9’9 TR~,v~}, T)a be the corresponding PHLR-system. If the initial 
configuration space C is consistent all derivable configuration spaces in P"'(PHLRS,, )f’ 
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9W”“(PHLRS,) n _YW’(PHLRS,) are consistent, too (see [36,37] for the proof and 
more details). 
/m\ 
/ 
II 
lzL-0 1 2 
II0 I 2 
1 3 4 51 
L 
I 
I 
I 
13 4 5 
1 I I 
Ki-A 1 2 
1 3 4 51 
R 
I 
c 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper we have introduced parallel rewriting for HLR-systems. According to 
the Parallel Replacement Theorem I amalgamated derivations with constant interfaces 
can also be performed by direct derivations via parallel productions. This fact gives us 
a hint how such amalgamated derivations with constant interfaces can be sequentialized 
using the analysis construction of the Parallelism Theorem. 
Moreover, amalgamated derivations combine concepts of parallel and sequential 
rewriting. Here, first a new production is generated by a complete parallel derivation 
and then this production is applied using a direct derivation. So, on the one hand, we 
have the advantage of using parallel replacements speeding up the derivation process. 
and on the other all results which are known for direct derivations (like ChurchbRosser 
Properties, Parallelism Theorem and Concurrency Theorem. etc.) can be also used fol 
this type of derivation if the corresponding conditions for HLR-systems (see [9]) arc 
satisfied. 
These properties give information about when derivations can be used in arbitrary 
order and moreover, in parallel. Thus, future work would be to describe the composition 
and decomposition of derivations in PHLR-systems under suitable conditions. 
An amalgamated production can be generated from a set of elementary productions. 
So. the amalgamated derivations can also be used to describe derivations over produc- 
tion families. Dependent on the actual structure a suitable amalgamated production is 
generated from a given set of productions described by synchronization rules specifying 
an operation independent of particular structures. 
The examples introduced use special constructions to get partial coverings. It remains 
open to consider other constructions in detail to gel more information about uniqueness 
of covering constructions. 
The different kinds of parallel replacement introduced in this paper can also bc 
regarded as concepts to model some ideas of distribution. A global state object can be 
split into local structures which are transformed in parallel, each independent of the 
others. Each pair of local objects is combined by an interface which can be transformed. 
too. After the local transformations all ob.jects obtained are joined again to a global state 
according to the interfaces obtained. All local transformations run concurrently without 
any synchronization. So, the only way to synchronize the local transformations is to 
switch to the global state (see also [S, 121. It would be an interesting task to combine 
the concepts of parallel rewriting in this paper with those of distribution [2X] to pet a 
nice abstract framework for the description of distributed systems. This work has been 
started by Taentzer in [39] for graph grammars in the single-pushout approach. 
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Appendix: Concepts of category theory 
Definition A.l. A category 55 consists of a class Ohj(%) of objects and a set of 
morphisms //C .d(A,B) for each pair ,4, B of Ohj(K ) with c/Nw(,~) =:.A and cod( 1’) = 13 
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for f E &09(A, B) such that 
l there is a composition morphism go f : A -+ C for each pair of morphisms f : 
A - B and g : B - C if A, B and C are objects of %?. 
l the composition is associative, i.e. for any three morphisms f : A ----f B, g : B - C 
and h : C - D we have ho(go f) = (hog)0 f if A, B, C and D are objects of 
W. 
l For each object A of Y? there is a morphism idA : A + A, called the identity of A. 
The identity is neutral, i.e. for any object B of %? and any morphisms f : A -+ B 
andg:B+Awehave foidA=f andidAog=g. 
A category 97 is called small if the object class of V is a set. 
Example A.2. (1) Let CA and C, be fixed color alphabets for arcs and nodes. A graph 
G = (GA,GN,Sc,tc,mcA,mcN) 
consists of the sets of arcs and nodes, GA and GN, mappings SG, tc : GA + GN, called 
source resp. target map, and the coloring maps for arcs and nodes, moA : GA - CA 
and mGN : GN * CN. 
(2) Given two graphs G and G’ a graph morphism f : G - G’ is a pair of maps 
(fA : GA + GL, fN : GN d GA) such that 
l f N o sG = sG’ o fA, fN o tG = tG’ o fA (structure preserving), 
0 mG’A 0 fA = mGA,mG’N 0 fN = mGN (label preserving). 
(3) Category GRAPHS is obtained by taking graphs as objects and graph morphisms 
as arrows. The identity and composition of morphisms is defined componentwise for 
nodes and arcs. 
Definition A.3. A morphism f : A + B is called isomorphism if there is a morphism 
f -’ : B + A such that f -’ of = idA and f o f -’ = idB. a and B are called 
isomorphic, written A ” B, if there is an isomorphism f : A + B. 
Definition A.4 A functor F : d - 99 is a function between two categories d and 
98 which maps each object A of ,QI onto an object F(A) of 99 and each morphism 
f : A - A’ of ~4 onto a morphism F(f) : F(A) - F(A’) of 9 such that 
l F(idA) = idF(A) for each object A of d and 
l F(g o f) = F(g) o F(f) whenever go f is defined in d. 
Definition AS. A diugram in a category % is a functor n : 9 - V from a small 
category 9 which is called diagram scheme to V. 
Definition A.6. Given categories 971,. . ,%Tn the product category %?l x ‘. x V,, is 
a category whose objects (Cl,. , C,,) are tupel of objects Cl,. , C, and where the 
morphisms (f 1,. . , f ,,) are tupel of morphisms f 1,. , fn of the given categories. 
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Definition A.7. Given the following diagram schemes PO and POS,,: 
PO x POS,, is the product of these diagramschemes. 
Definition A.8. Given two functors F, G : .d + .d a naturul trtmsformatior7 is a 
tripe1 (F, 11. G) such that 
l there exists a morphism v(A) : F(A ) + G(A) in d for all objects A in .4 and 
l the following diagram commutes. 
v(A 1 
F(A) - W 1 
F( f ) 1 (=) I a / ) 
F(A’) - G(A’) 
lK.4’ 1 
Definition A.9. Let .4 and .J!I be categories. The &nctor. category .dA” is a category 
whose objects are fimctors F : A --f .B and whose morphisms are natural transfor- 
mations (F,. q. Fl) for Fl, F2 : d - .&. 
Definition A.lO. An object J of Obj( C) is initial if for any object A E Obj(C) there 
is a unique morphism J --f A. 
Definition A.ll. The colimit (CO,c) of a diagram Pz, : 9’ + % consists of an object 
CO in % and a family c = (c,) of morphisms cl : n(Z) ---t CO for all I in .B such 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
0 Commutativity: ~12 0A(i) = C/I for all i : II - 12 of I. 
l Universal property: For any object CO’ in % and family c’ = (ci) of morphisms 
c; : n(1) ------) CO’ for all I in 4 with cj2 o n(i) = ci, for all i : I I --t 12 of .f 
there is a unique morphism .f’ : CO ----) CO’ in % such that we have ,f‘ o (‘1 = L.;. 
Definition A.12. If there exists a colimit in the category % for all diagrams n : .Y -+ 
% the category is called J-cocomplete (or the categroy % has .P-colimits). If % is 
.P-cocomplete for all small categories .J it is called cocomplete (or it has colimits). 
Theorem A.13. (Cocompletness). Ij’a cutegory CAT hms an initiul ok&t andpushout.~ 
it is ,jinitelJt cocomplete. 
(See [2] or [l] for the proof of this theorem.) 
Special colimits are, for example, finite coproducts, pushouts or pushoutstars: 
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Definition A.14. A morphism star of degree II 3 1 is a diagram A4S = 
(Sl L Sv L Sj)[ <i<j<,l consisting of objects S,, Sj, II/ and morphisms SQ resp. Lyjl. In 
the case n = 1 we only have the single object Si. An object S together with morphisms 
si : S, --f S for 1 <i <n is called pushout-star of MS if we have: 
1. Commutativit~~: S;OS;, = Sj OSji for all 1 <i < j <n. 
2. Universul property: For all objects S’ and morphisms si : S, + S’ satisfying 
s; 0 s,, = si osj; for all i < j there is a unique morphism $ : S + S’ such that 
Ic/ 0 s, = s: for all 1 < i < n. 
Remarks : 
1. In the definition above MS can be denoted as the morphism star of S: MS = 
STAR(S). 
2. Object S without morphisms is called pushout-star object, short POS-object, of 
MS, written as S = POS(A4S). 
3. If I, = J, V 1 <i < j <n, the pushout-star is called finite coproduct. Its object is 
denoted by Cy S;. 
4. In the case n = 2 the pushout-star is called pushout. So, all properties of pushout- 
stars are also valid for pushouts. 
Example A.15. A pushout-star in the category GRAPHS is obtained by the fol- 
lowing construction: Let .$s be the equivalence relation generated by the relation 
Ss = {(S;j(x),Sj;(x)) 1 x E S,, 1 <i <j <n}. Then POS-graph S is defined by S = 
(ul.,iG,l Si)/u,5, the quotient set of the disjoint union of all S,. Functions s, : Si ------f S 
for all 1 <i <n in the diagram send each element of Si to its equivalence class in S. 
(See [7, lo] for details of pushout-star constructions.) 
Definition A.16. Given a morphism star (S; 2 Sij 2 Sj)r $ii,iGn and morphisms 
Si(n+l) . f SO~+I) -+ S; and s, : S; --f S, ‘Jl <i<n, object S,+t together with morphisms 
.Y(,,+I)~ : Si(,l+i) d &+I, k+l <i<n, and S,+I : &+I + S is called pushout-star com- 
plement, short (POS-complement) if S is POS-object of (S; 2 S, 2 S,)r ~i<,Qnil. 
In the case n = 1 a pushout-star complement is called pushout complement. 
Example A.17. A pushout-star complement in category GRAPHS is, roughly de- 
scribed, a graph &+I = S - UIGiGns,(S;) + UI~i~nSi(Si(n+l)(S~(n+l))) where s(n+l)i 
is the restriction of si o +,+I )I to $+I, Vl <i <FL 
Definition A.18. Given a category % which has colimits the colimit,/imc.tw C’OLIM, : 
% y d ‘6 maps each diagram A : .f + % of the functor category % I to its 
corresponding colimit (CC@.@) in % such that 
l COLfM,( a) = COn for all diagrams A of % B and 
l the following diagram commutes for all natural transformations (A, 11, A’) with ~7 
(11,) for all objects I of .1. 
i /’ 
Ml, - COLIM,(A(l)) 
11, 
! 
(=) 1. 
C‘OLI!\l,(l~l 
‘A’( I) b COLZM,(A’(/)) 
cc 
I’ 
Definition A.19. Given a functor F : .-/ x .8 -+ ‘6 between a product category .-/ x .fl 
and a category C we have 
l a ri~qht cusoc.irrte~l,f~rrlc.tor. F(A, -) : .+? 4 % for each object A of r/ such that 
F#(A-)(B) = F(A.B) for each object B of .H and F(A.-)(h) = F(id.f.h) for each 
morphism h of ./A. 
l a I~fi rrssoc~itrtrrl ,fiozc.tw F(-,B) : .d - % for each object B of .H such that 
F(-,B)(A) = F(A,B) for each object .4 of .c/ and F(-,B)(q) = F(g,itl~) for each 
morphism .I/ of ~9’. 
. F’/ : .d - % ’ is a functor which maps each object A of .c/ to the right associated 
functor F(A. -) : .d 4 % and each morphism ,f‘ : A 4 il’ of .d to the natural 
transformation (F(A. -),F(f’. -), F(A’, --)). 
. FA : .d - % ’ is defined analogously to F’/. 
These functors have the same functionality so we have for all objects 4 of r/ and 
B of .ti 
F”(il)(B) = F(A,-)(B) = F(A.B) =: F(-,B)(A) = F”(B)(A) 
See [27] for an explicit proof of this theorem 
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